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the main functionality of the software is
really useful. at first, i started working
with the software. i like the feature of the
software called “preview”. it allows you to
see what you want to capture before you
capture it. in fact, it is good to change the
settings in time. the iwantsoft spymouse
features include: mouse movement
tracking mouse clicks are also recorded
mouse button states can be monitored
mouse wheel movements can be
captured alerts are sent to you. iwantsoft
spymouse is a portable application which
can be run in standalone mode or can be
enabled to start when windows is started.
the spyrix personal monitor is a paid,
professional version of spyrix free
keylogger. spyrix allows you to see
everything that is said on your computer
screen, capture keystrokes and mouse
movement, set alerts, start on login and
more. spyrix can be run with a hotkey
(ctrl+alt+a) or run command (runkey)
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and can be protected with a password.
most keyloggers can be installed with a
simple.exe that will pop-up a window and
prompt you to enable the keylogger and
save that information to your specified
location, but spyrix goes a step beyond
this with a comprehensive, real-time,
multi-function interface. while all of
spyrix’s controls are done through the
advanced interface above, the free spyrix
personal monitor still has very helpful
troubleshooting features. for example,
you can click the settings button and then
click the individual tabs at the top of the
window for a more convenient way to
browse the settings.
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hackerkeylogger pro is an open source
(license gpl) freeware that is a very

powerful keylogger with the ability to hide
all/selected window processes with

revealer keylogger. you can also trigger
keystrokes, copy, paste, drag&drop, file
and url open commands, but not from
web browsers. the program has lot of

other features which are available for a
15 days trial version. there are some

other keyloggers listed at the end of this
review with various features. keydawg is
a commercial (license dvd / license cd)

open source (license gpl) keylogger with
all the features of revealer keylogger. the

most advanced features are only
available to the “hotkey activation”

feature which will trigger all keystrokes,
copy, paste, drag&drop, file and url open
commands, email subject, body, url link,
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from text only, on click, on other
programs, in rtf, txt, and html file

formats. there is a hotkey box to set a
hotkey. dragonhawk keylogger deluxe is
a commercial (license dvd or license cd)
open source (license gpl) keylogger with
many advanced features; it can record

keystrokes, has an invisible tray icon, has
all/selected user startup settings,

password protection and automatic log
cleanup. it can trigger keystrokes, copy,

paste, drag&drop, file and url open
commands, start a new process, and
paste windows into another program.
there is a hotkey box to set a hotkey.

stealth is a free open source (license gpl)
for personal use that can save

screenshots on your desktop, send the
logs by email, to your ftp server, store the
logs in a single file, can be email as a.zip

archive or can be sent as a.msg
attachment, can run with a different user
account, can be auto started, has a tray
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icon, multiple languages and themes and
no registration. 5ec8ef588b
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